Baby Bottle Campaign

Many people admire the Flathead Valley for its beauty and wide array of recreational activities. Hope Pregnancy Ministries sees something vastly more remarkable. We view our valley as one known by the generosity of its churches. Would you believe that 68 churches are actively engaged in our annual Baby Bottle Campaign? Isn’t that amazing? We think so, and are immensely grateful. The 2016 campaign has now exceeded hundreds of families from our local churches who value life and chose to fill a bottle with their coins, cash and checks to ensure that the love of Jesus reaches men, women, and kids in our community!

Remember, you can make a donation in honor or memory of a loved one! We will send a card to notify them of your generous gift.

2016 FALL FUNDRAISING EVENT

If you’ve ever thought that following Christ isn’t fun, then you’ve been hanging out with the wrong people! Here at Hope, we believe that Christians should be the spice of life. That what we’ve found in Jesus is so amazing, that we should be unable to contain ourselves…our joy should be infectious! The 2016 Hope Pregnancy Ministries Fall Fundraising Event was FUN. Returning guest Mike Williams had us cracking up as we celebrated life, including so many exciting accomplishments at Hope in the last year. What a night! We loved laughing with 425 friends of Hope; if you missed it, we’d love to share some highlights with you.

Many of you waited all year to hear Mike share the rest of his personal story of adoption, and how his family has been blessed by extending hope to others. What an encouragement to see the blessing of adoption play out as Christians offer true hope to the hurting Mike showed us last year, and reminded us again, that even though we deal with heavy topics and hurting hearts, it’s always appropriate to laugh, celebrate and be happy on occasions such as the Hope Pregnancy Ministries Fall Fundraising Event! After all, we don’t do abortions…we save lives!

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT…

One of the highlights of the evening was the opportunity to hear from and meet Corey and Sarah, for blessing us all feel as if we had been to a decadent feast! Thank you, New to Hope chefs Corey Nickel and Sarah Etzler, and their amazing crew, stepped in at the last minute and put on a Mexican fiesta that had us wanting to dance the salsa! To the backdrop of festive music, we made our way through a dazzling display of street tacos, churros and a shrimp bar! These up and coming chefs blessed all of us by offering their gift of talent at no charge, and made us feel as if we had been to a decadent feast! Thank you Corey and Sarah, for blessing us so! We can’t wait to see the treats you bring us next year!

This celebration of life was, indeed, a grand fiesta. If you missed out, we know you’ll be looking forward to your next opportunity to join in the fun. You’re sure to leave with a smile on your face and the encouraging message of Hope in your heart.

HOPE PREGNANCY MINISTRIES

is a Christ-centered compassion organization providing emotional, practical and medical services that encourage healthy, life-affirming choices regarding sexual integrity, childbearing and family life, particularly when an unplanned pregnancy occurs.

And so, together we celebrated the 23 babies born last year who, without the ministry of Hope, would not have had that chance. For the many ways you helped make that possible, thank you. We were also blessed to tell the stories of lives changed by the work of Hope Family Resource Center and Clear Choice Clinic, through the use of video. A talented friend of the ministry, Andy McPeak, helped us retell compelling stories of the work done every day within these important branches of Hope, creating the videos that can be found on our website. Please take a moment to watch…you won’t be disappointed!
The expansion at Clear Choice Clinic

More than a year ago, the leadership of Hope Pregnancy Ministries recognized the need for additional space at Clear Choice Clinic, which also houses the executive offices for Hope Pregnancy Ministries. Our patient numbers were steadily growing (and continue to!) and the ministry was expanding to reach beyond our own community, offering education and training to other pregnancy care centers throughout the country. In order to fully accomplish the mission God had put into our hearts, we needed more room!

The people involved with this project were a blessing to the ministry of Hope, and we feel as though we’ve made life-long friends of those with whom we were blessed to co-labor. Many of those involved with this project gave partial, substantial or complete donations of materials and/or labor.

Our commitment to care never wavered, and we were blessed with a building team that supported that goal. The team took great care to work around the schedules of those we serve, and made every effort to maintain both the dignity and privacy of our patients. The personal care for our patients, attended to by everyone from laborers to independent contractors to upper management, showed integrity on every level—and we’re deeply and humbly grateful.

Many of you gave financial contributions to this project, many sacrificially. This expansion and renovation allows us to do more ministry in the same location we’ve been for the past nine years—something we’ve deemed very important. As a medical clinic accredited by a nationally recognized accreditng agency, our location smack dab in the middle of the medical community is essential. Our partnership with Kalispell Regional Medical Center and close relationships with other medical clinics, vitally important to allow for necessary referrals for our patients, makes this location ideal.

We’re thrilled that we were able to make our current location serve us well into the future. The expansion at Clear Choice Clinic includes a beautiful new teaching space, which will allow us to continue a new work God has allowed us to undertake—the education and training of other pregnancy medical clinics seeking to add STD Testing and Treatment to their services. STD testing is somewhat new to pregnancy medical clinics, and is important because it allows us to be proactive in our work, encouraging positive lifestyle change among those living a lifestyle of sexual risk. If our interaction and teaching with these patients causes them to reconsider their sexual lifestyle, thus eliminating an unplanned pregnancy and an ensuing abortion decision, what a monumental win! Clear Choice has been offering this service to our patients for the past three years, and now we’re able to “pay it forward”, offering valuable training to other medical clinics. We believe that our sister clinics across the nation shouldn’t have to reinvent the wheel and waste precious time and resources doing so. Our two-day training provides didactic and hands-on training for nurses and administrators. We offer all of the necessary forms, policies and logistical information needed, allowing clinics to get up and running in no time, with a trusted and proven program behind them for support. So far, we’ve trained clinics from 6 states, with other clinics currently scheduled, beginning in December. Exciting!

Hope Pregnancy Ministries recognizes the following businesses and individuals who gave generously of their resources to make our building project possible.

Kramer Enterprises, Inc. • 100 Fold Studio
Acutech Works • Aluma Glass • Big Sky Insulation
Blaine Mountain Technologies • Casaza Concrete, Inc.
Cinderella & Company • Columbia Nursery
Columbia Containers • Cost Less Carpet • Craig Nemes
Dan Hughes, A2Z Engineering • David Stalowy
Distinctive Countertops • Erik Servatius
Fred’s Appliance • Gianforte Family Foundation
HisBiz Paint and Renovate • Jerry Moerkatz • KBB Partnership
Laurel Interiors • LHC • Liferenthal • L&M Excavating
Mark Rhodes • Masterpiece Carpet One
May Lawn and Home Care • Midway Rental
Mission Valley Security • Montana Doorways Plus
Morse Drywall • Mostly Montana Construction
Palmer Rockwork • Phil’s Plumbing
Pioneer Heating and Cooling • Quality Flooring
Rocky Mountain Solutions • Sandon Construction
Schellinger Construction • SM Roofing • SMB Technologies
Sto
craft • Sun Electric • Warmly Yours
Western Building Center • Zinngrabe Foundation
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To those who have given so generously of your time, talents and treasures, we are immensely grateful. You’ve made what we do possible. Thank you.

The goal of Hope Pregnancy Ministries has always been to demonstrate the love of Christ in practical ways, caring for people in a way that reflects Him. We believe that the environment in which we serve people has an impact, as it creates a place where they feel both safe and loved. As we began to look at our options, we partnered with 100 Fold Studio, a Christian, nonprofit architecture firm providing affordable and innovative design services to charitable organizations around the world, and Kramer Enterprises, a local builder who was also a friend of the ministry. Working together with Hope, these two organizations, along with countless local businesses and individuals, accomplished our goal! On November 4, after more than a year of planning and 3 ½ months of construction, the expansion and renovation of Clear Choice Clinic was completed! Despite a 1000 square foot addition and a renovation that completely overhauled both the inside and outside of the existing building, patient care at Clear Choice Clinic was interrupted for only 4 days.

Patients are waiting and blossoming in the newly renovated Patient Waiting Area. Clear Choice, a nonprofit pregnancy medical clinic located in Great Falls, Montana, offers comprehensive care from conception to birth and provides expanding services to women in Montana and across the nation.